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Writing Instruments Manufactory
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Motivation through Organisation

The Writing Instruments Manufactory
Writing Instruments of Highest Precision, Produced for Brands of International Reputation
Robert E. Huber GmbH manufactures noble fountain pens, roller balls, ballpoint pens and pencils for internationally renowned
brands. The company which is based in Königsbach-Stein in the northern Black Forest was founded by Robert E. Huber in 1937.
Since 1985, Dietmar and Werner Frei run the highly specialized manufactory.

From the small company of the 1930s, Robert E. Huber GmbH developed into a modern manufacturing company. On an area
of 5.100 m2, around 60 staff members produce elaborate and complex writing instruments – from small series production to
the production of larger series.
The development of a new writing instrument usually begins with the customer‘s draft or idea. The specialists of
Robert E. Huber GmbH then provide the technical design and prototyping. In cooperation with experienced product
designers, customer requirements are implemented into high-quality products.

Precious fountain pens are among the product portfolio of Robert E. Huber GmbH.

We are glad to be of help!
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Among other materials, brass, sterling silver, gold, aluminium, stainless steel, plastic, amber, wood, ivory, leather and gemstones
are used. Depending on the customer‘s wishes, special materials hand-made by artists can also be integrated.

Apart from various (precious) metals, the specialist company also processes unusual materials with eye-catching features, as for
example petrified wood or braided horsehair.
The state-of-the-art machinery and the know-how of the employees allow processing steps as electroplating, laser engraving,
lacquering and polishing. The manufacory‘s scope of service also includes guilloche engraving – the engraving of special
ornaments composed of several entangled and overlapping lines.

Besides mechanical process steps, the manufacturing of exclusive writing instruments requires precise handwork.

For the purpose of order control and visualisation, Robert E. Huber GmbH uses a planning board of the company
WEIGANG, type Production Scheduling Board, in order to keep an overview on the production involving this variety
of machines and work steps.
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Full Overview on Order Control
For the complete commercial handling of their orders, Robert E. Huber GmbH
uses an ERP system. The computer programme ensures a very good long-term
capacity planning. The precisely recorded processing times ensure exact work plans.
Due to the better overview and the greater flexibility in the event of re-planning, the
company however chose a planning board solution for the visualisation of the orders
planned in the ERP system as well as for their control.
The product series “Production Scheduling Board“ by WEIGANG was selected.
This planning board system consists of laterally expendable board elements made
of metal and plastic profiles. The work preparation department inserts the printed
planning documents of the relevant orders into the flexible, self-clipping channel
rows of the board together with the responsible department manager.

In the vertical axis of the title panel, the machines / workplaces are listed, as for example turning, milling or the
cap tube processing. A frame scale, analogous to the row scale, is inserted into the upper and lower frame.
The planning period of approximately 6 calendar weeks extends to the right and is divided into working days.

WEIGANG Production Scheduling Board: No other visualisation medium offers a comparable large-surface representation.
One of the main advantages of the planning board in comparison to a purely computer-based solution is the excellent overview.
The modular composition with individual board elements allows a “sliding planning“. Here, the individual board elements can be
moved within a suspension frame. Elements worked off are removed from the frame at the left side and re-added at the right side.
In this way, the most current projects are always in the front position of the time axis. A moveable traveller rail with a magnetic
row indicator assists in a quick orientation in terms of rows and time. The traveller, positioned at the current day, shows the
behind-schedule orders which are to be worked off and require particular attention. The right side of the traveller shows
the positions which are to be handled in the future.

We are glad to be of help!
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Often, meetings with several participants as for example on work sequences are held in front of the board. Thanks to the largesurface visualisation, the overall contexts are right before everyone‘s eyes. Another advantage of planning with the help of a board
is its high level of flexibility. For instance, the re-planning and changing of deadlines which is necessary from time to time can be
implemented easily and quickly.

The planning board is the ideal information medium for meetings.
The positive experience with the first WEIGANG Production Scheduling Board in the machine shop led to the fact that two more
planning boards of the same type were ordered for the divisions grinding/polishing/sandblasting and guilloche engraving/laser
engraving/hammering.

The capacities of machines and staff members are centrally organised via the WEIGANG Production Scheduling Board.

Tradition meets Tradition
Like Robert E. Huber GmbH, WEIGANG also is a traditional company with a high degree of in-house manufacturing
penetration. The company established in 1923 can rely on decades of practical experience in the manufacturing and
sale of organisational and visualisation devices. At the production site in the Lower Franconian town of Ebern, wood
and metal are treated as accurately as plastic and paper.
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Otto Hutt – A Traditional Brand for Elegant Writing
In 1920, a man established a successful company specialising in pocket utensils and precious writing instruments in silver.
His name was OTTO HUTT.
As a contemporary of Walter Gropius,
OTTO HUTT was influenced by the
then innovative design concepts of the
Bauhaus. The Bauhaus‘s central principle
– absolute simplicity of form and the fundamental notion that form follows function – was evident in his designs from an
early stage.
In keeping with this, his first products
were pocket utensils such as smoker‘s
accessories, toothpicks and shaving
sets in metal. It was not long before he
extended his range to include writing
instruments.
Therefore, nothing was more obvious than to reissue a modified variant of these precious writing utensils following the
OTTO HUTT principles with the utmost consistency: heavy silver, crafted to perfection by hand and the best workmanship down
to the last detail. The result is a range of high-quality utensils which proudly and quite rightly bears the seal “Made in Germany“.
Every single component, no matter how small, is made in Germany.

With design 04, OTTO HUTT takes the next step toward becoming a truly premium brand. All writing instruments remain true
in every detail to the brand‘s own principle: best workmanship, absolute functionality, long life and sustainability in terms of
the materials used.

The classical design of this new line is uncompromisingly dedicated to its purpose, without unnecessary frills or ornamental
trappings. All items of this line are compact in their dimensions and ideally balanced for perfect handling. Every item of the
design 04 writing systems is perfectly hand-crafted and completely “Made in Germany“. Particular emphasis may be given
to the highly functional mechanical spring-loaded clip unit.

We are glad to be of help!
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All caps as well as the barrels of the variants pinstripe guilloche and Princess Cut are made of sterling silver 925/-.
As silver develops the typical patina when used – a quality feature for experts – every writing utensil comes with
a special silver cleaning cloth.

For the first time, the fountain pens of the writing systems are equipped with a nib (F, M, B) made of solid 18 carat gold;
the tip is ground and polished by hand. The special treatment of the starting material and the generous form make the nib
pleasantly elastic, letting it smoothly glide on the paper. Thus every nib rightly carries the OTTO HUTT logo.

Connoisseurs and friends of the quality brand know it:
Each OTTO HUTT writing instrument is a unique item. A six-digit number is engraved
into the cap of each item. This enables every proud owner of an OTTO HUTT writing
instrument to unmistakably identify their own writing instrument at any time.

Among the writing instruments produced by Robert E. Huber GmbH, there are
the writing instruments, rollerballs, ballpoint pens and pencils of the tradition
brand Otto Hutt.

Simultaneously with the design 04, OTTO HUTT presents a new stylish gift and
storage box which can be used for one or two writing instruments.
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Organisational Solutions
Your WEIGANG sales partner

WEIGANG-Vertriebs-GmbH
Bahnhofstraße 27
D-96106 Ebern
Phone: +49 (0) 9531 61-222
Fax:
+49 (0) 9531 61-221
E-Mail: wvg@weigang.de
Web: www.weigang.de

